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Chapter 5Wadge reduibility for the real line
In this hapter, we study the Wadge reduibility for the real line and show thatthe Wadge's Lemma fails and that the Wadge order for the real line is ill-founded.This situation is ompletely di�erent from the ase of the Baire spae as givenin x 1.15 and it is not possible to get the same kind of game haraterization ofontinuous funtions from the real line to itself as in the ase of the Baire spae.Throughout this hapter, we work in ZF+DC. In ase we need more assump-tions, we expliitly mention them. In this hapter, R denotes the real line, notthe Baire spae or the Cantor spae.5.1 Wadge reduibility for the real lineIt was probably known to the Polish shool of mathematiians before the Wadgereduibility was introdued that Wadge's Lemma for the Wadge order �RW fails:Let A be a subset of the real line and assume A and A are dense. Then Aannot be a ontinuous preimage of any nowhere dense subset of the real line. Inpartiular, there are subsets A and B of the real line suh that neither A �RW Bnor B �RW A holds (e.g., A = Q , B = any nowhere dense, non-�02 set).We say that a subset A of the real line is non-trivial if it is neither the emptyset ; nor the whole spae R. We remark that the ondition for A in the aboveremark is not neessary:Proposition 5.1.1. Let A, B be subsets of the real line and assume A is non-trivial and dense and B is nowhere dense. Then A annot be a ontinuous preim-age of B.Proof. Toward a ontradition, suppose there is a ontinuous funtion f : R ! Rsuh that A = f�1(B). Sine A is non-trivial, f is not a onstant funtion. Henethe range of f ontains an interval. But sine A is dense and f is ontinuous, therange of f is inluded in the losure of B, whih ontradits the fat that B isnowhere dense. 113



114 Chapter 5. Wadge reduibility for the real lineNote that the failure of Wadge's Lemma for the real line ours for subsets ofthe real line whih are the di�erene of the two open sets (see Corollary 5.1.7).Next, we disuss the failure of the wellfoundedness of the Wadge order �RW,whih was proved by Peter Hertling in his Ph.D. thesis [32℄. We prove the fol-lowing stronger result:Theorem 5.1.2. There is an embedding i from (P(N);��n) to (P(R);�RW) suhthat the range of i onsists of subsets of real numbers whih are the di�erene ofopen sets, where a ��n b if a n b is �nite for subsets a; b of N and N = ! n f0g.Proof. Let us start with an easy observation:Observation 5.1.3. Let a; b; ; d; e; f; g be real numbers with a < b <  < dand e < f < g and h be a ontinuous funtion from the real line to itself withh(b) 2 [e; f), h�[a; b)� \ [e; f) = ;, h�[b; )� \ [f; g) = ;, h�[; d)� \ [e; f) = ; andh�[b; )� + (e� �; e) for any � > 0. Then h(b) = e, h() = f and h�[b; )� = [e; f).This observation allows us to enode subsets of N into sets formed from asequene of half-open intervals by suitably inserting points between them.Let us disuss this idea in detail. We �rst onstrut inreasing sequenes ofreal numbers ha�; b� j � < !!i and hn j n 2 Ni with the following properties:For � < !!, a limit , and a natural number n � 1,a� < b� < a�+1;supfa� j � < g < a; andsupfa� j � < !ng < n < a!n ;where !! and !n are ordinals given by ordinal exponentiation. Hene the pointn is inserted after the �rst !n many intervals. Now de�ne i : P(N) ! P(R) asfollows: For a subset x of N ,i(x) = [�<!![a�; b�) [ fn j n 2 N n xg:It is easy to see that eah i(x) is the di�erene of two open sets. For simpliity,let a� = supfa� j � < g. The sets are onstruted in suh a way that i(x) �RWi(y) for all x � y � N . To see this, we onstrut a ontinuous funtion f : R ! Rsuh that f�1�i(y)� = i(x). For eah n 2 N , we pik a real number dn betweenn and a!n . Note that i(x) � i(y) and i(x) n i(y) = fn j n 2 y n xg. Now de�nef(t) = t unless t 2 [a�!n ; a!n ℄ and n 2 y nx. If t 2 [a�!n ; a!n ℄ and n 2 y nx, then wemap the interval [a�!n ; n℄ to [a�!n ; a!n ℄ by preserving the order, mapping the endpoints to the end points. We further map [n; dn℄ to [dn; a!n ℄ with f(n) = a!nand f(dn) = dn by swithing the order around and then map [dn; a!n ℄ to itselfby the identity funtion. This ompletes our onstrution of f and it is easy tohek that f is as desired.By modifying the above argument, we get the following:



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 115Claim 5.1.4. If x ��n y (i.e., x n y is �nite), then i(x) �RW i(y).Proof of Claim 5.1.4. Let n = max(x n y) + 2. De�ne g : R ! R as follows: g isequal to f above on [a�!n ;1) and sine the order type of the set fa� j !n�1 �� < !ng is !n, we an de�ne g on (�1; a�!n ℄ to (dn�1; a�!n℄ in the same way aswe did before so that g�1(i(y)) = i(x) (the point is that there is no point m ini(y) inserted between a!n�1 and a�!n). This g is the witness for i(x) �RW i(y).Claim 5.1.5. If i(x) �RW i(y), then x ��n y.Proof of Claim 5.1.5. Suppose i(x) �RW i(y) via h : R ! R. If h(a�) = n forsome � and n, then h(b�) = n by ontinuity, whih is absurd. Hene for eah� < !! there is some � < !! suh that h(a�) 2 [a�; b�). Let �0 and n0 be suhthat h(a0) 2 [a�0 ; b�0) and �0 < !n0.We prove that h(a�) = a�0+�, h(b�) = b�0+� and h�[a�; b�)� = [a�0+�; b�0+�)for every � < !! by indution on �.The ase � = 0 is done by Observation 5.1.3 for a = a0� 1; b = a0;  = b0; d =a1; e = a�0 ; f = b�0 and g = a�0+1.If � is a suessor ordinal, let � = � + 1. By indution hypothesis, h(b�) =b�0+�. By Observation 5.1.3 for a = a�; b = b�;  = a�+1; d = b�+1; e = b�0+�; f =a�0+�+1 and g = b�0+�+1, h(a�+1) = a�0+�+1 and h�[b�; a�+1)� = [b�0+�; a�0+�+1).Again by Observation 5.1.3 for a = b�; b = a�+1;  = b�+1; d = a�+2; e =a�0+�+1; f = b�0+�+1 and g = a�0+�+2, h(b�+1) = b�0+�+1 and h�[a�+1; b�+1)� =[a�0+�+1; b�0+�+1).If � is a limit ordinal, then by the ontinuity of h, we have h(a�� ) = a��0+�.If � is not of the form !n for some n, by the same argument as when � isa suessor ordinal, we an onlude that h(a�) = a�0+�, h(b�) = b�0+�, andh�[a�; b�)� = [a�0+�; b�0+�). If � is of the form !n for some n, then there are twoases: When n 2 x, there is no inserted point in i(x) between a�� and a�. Henethere is no inserted point in i(y) between a��0+� and a�0+�, otherwise h would notredue i(x) to i(y). By the same argument as before, h(a�) = a�0+�, h(b�) = b�0+�and h�[a�; b�)� = [a�0+�; b�0+�). When n =2 x, there is an inserted point n in i(x).But no matter whether there is an inserted point in i(y) between a��0+� and a�0+�,h will map [a�� ; a�℄ to [a��0+�; a�0+�℄ and h(a�) = a�0+� by the similar argumentas before. Hene h(a�) = a�0+�, h(b�) = b�0+�, and h�[a�; b�)� = [a�0+�; b�0+�).Therefore, h(a�) = a�0+�, h(b�) = b�0+� and h maps [a�; b�) to [a�0+�; b�0+�)for eah �. The above argument (for the limit ase) also shows that if there isno inserted point in i(x) between a�!n and a!n , then there is no inserted point ini(y) between a��0+� and a�0+�, whih implies that x n y � n0 by the de�nition ofi. Hene x ��n y as desired.The above two laims omplete our proof.It is easy to onstrut a desending sequene of subsets of N with length !with respet to ��n. Hene,



116 Chapter 5. Wadge reduibility for the real lineCorollary 5.1.6 (Hertling). The Wadge order �RW is ill-founded.Corollary 5.1.7. There are two sets A and B whih are the di�erene of twoopen sets suh that neither A �RW B nor B �RW A holds.Proof. Let Even and Odd be the set of even natural positive numbers and theset of odd natural numbers respetively and set A = i(Even) and B = i(Odd)where i is from the proof of Theorem 5.1.2. By Theorem 5.1.2, A �RW B. Heneit suÆes to show that B �RW A.Suppose B �RW A. Then there is a ontinuous funtion f from R to itselfsuh that f�1(A) = B. We show that this is impossible. Note thatA = (�1; a0) [ [�<!![b�; a�+1) [ [limit[a� ; a) n fn j n =2 Eveng! :Sine a0 is in B, f(a0) = b� for some � < !! or f(a0) = a� for some limit. In the former ase, by the ontinuity of f , f(a�! ) = a��+! while a�! =2 B anda��+! 2 A, a ontradition. In the latter ase, if  6= !n for any odd n, thenby the same argument as the former ase, f(a�! ) = a�+! and we an derive aontradition. If  = !n for some odd n, then we annot redue [a0; b0) to a halfinterval inside A with a� being the left endpoint beause n is not in A in thisase.We now investigate the lower levels of the Wadge order on the real line andompare it with the ones of the Wadge order on the Baire spae. The �rst obviousobservation is as follows: The empty set ; and the whole spae R are the onlyminimal elements with respet to �RW, i.e., for any subset A of the real line, eitherA = ;, A = R, or ;;R <RW A. This statement holds for any topologial spae.Reall that a subset A of the real line is non-trivial if A is neither the empty setnor the whole spae. Non-trivial subsets are non-trivial in the sense of the Wadgeorder on the real line.The next observation is that losed sets and open sets on the real line behavein the same way as those in the Baire spae with respet to Wadge reduibility:Proposition 5.1.8 (Folklore). Any two non-trivial open sets are Wadge equiva-lent. The same holds for non-trivial losed sets.Proof. It is enough to see that (0; 1) �RW U for any non-trivial open set U .The fat (0; 1) �W U is easy to see: U onsists of disjoint open intervals andwe let (a; b) be one of them, then we an easily map (0; 1) into a subset of (a; b)and the omplement of (0; 1) to the point a ontinuously (when a = �1, wemap (0; 1) to a subset of (a; b) and the omplement of (0; 1) to the point b). Thisontinuous funtion witnesses (0; 1) �RW U .For U �W (0; 1), if f(an; bn) j n 2 !g is a set of pairwise-disjoint open intervalswith U = Sn2!(an; bn), then we an ontinuously map (an; bn) into a subset of



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 117(0; 1) for eah n and the omplement of U into the point 0 in the same way asabove. This ontinuous funtion witnesses U �RW (0; 1).The assertion for losed sets follows from the observation that if A �RW B,then A �RW B.As we have seen in Theorem 5.1.2, one we go up to the sets obtained by thedi�erene of two open sets, then there are a lot of subsets of the real line whihare not Wadge omparable eah other while sets of reals in the Baire spae arealmost Wadge omparable in the sense of Theorem 1.15.1. Hene the agreementof the real line and the Baire spae with respet to Wadge reduibility is limitedto losed sets and open sets.Sine R is onneted, there is no lopen subset of the real line exept ; andthe whole spae R. Hene non-trivial open sets annot be redued to non-triviallosed sets and vie versa, i.e., non-trivial losed sets are not omparable to non-trivial open sets with respet to �RW. Also they are minimal in the sense thatthere is no subset of the real line between the empty set (or the whole spae)and losed sets (or open sets) with respet to the Wadge order. We say thata subset A of a topologial spae X is <XW-minimal if ; <XW A and there is noB with ; <XW B <XW A. Non-trivial open sets and non-trivial losed sets are<RW-minimal and in the ase of the Baire spae, the <!!W -minimal sets are exatlythe non-trivial lopen sets by Wadge's Lemma, in partiular every set of reals isWadge omparable to a lopen set in the Baire spae. But as we have seen in theparagraph after Proposition 5.1.1: The rationals Q are not omparable to anynon-trivial losed set and to any non-trivial open set. We now onsider whihsubsets of the real line are not omparable to non-trivial open sets or non-triviallosed sets.De�nition 5.1.9. For A � R, we onsider the following two onditions for A:� (I1): Every point in A is an aumulation point in A from both sides, i.e.,for any point x in A any open set U with x 2 U , there are points y; z in Asuh that y < x < z.� (I2): If A ontains a bounded interval (a; b), then a; b belong to A.We say A satis�es (I) if A satis�es the onditions (I1) and (I2).Any ountable dense subset and its omplement satisfy the ondition (I).Proposition 5.1.10. For any non-trivial subset A of R, the following are equiv-alent:1. The set A satis�es the ondition (I1),2. The omplement of A satis�es the ondition (I2), and3. Any non-trivial losed set is not Wadge reduible to A.Hene A is not omparable to any non-trivial open set and any non-triviallosed set if and only if A satis�es the ondition (I). In partiular, if A satis�es(I), so do the omplement of A and any ontinuous preimage of A.



118 Chapter 5. Wadge reduibility for the real lineProof. We show the impliation 1 to 2 by ontraposition. Suppose that theomplement of A does not satisfy the ondition (I2). Then there is an interval(a; b) whih is inluded in A but either a or b does not belong to A, i.e., belongsto A. We may assume a is in A. Then the point a is a ounter-example of theondition (I1) for A.We show the impliation 2 to 3 by ontraposition. Suppose F �RW A for somenon-trivial losed set F via a ontinuous funtion f . By Proposition 5.1.8, wemay assume F  = (0; 1). Then f [(0; 1)℄ is a subset of A. Sine f is ontinuousand 0; 1 do not belong to A, f [(0; 1)℄ is an interval ontained in A suh that atleast one of the end-points of it does not belong to A. This shows the negationof 2.We show the impliation 3 to 1 by ontraposition. Suppose there is a pointx in A suh that x is not an aumulation point of A from the right side, i.e.,there is a b in A suh that (x; b) is ontained in A. By the same argument as inProposition 5.1.8, we an redue (0; 1) to A. Hene the omplement of (0; 1) isWadge reduible to A as desired.The subsets of the real line whih are not Wadge omparable to any non-trivialopen set and to any non-trivial losed set annot be very simple:Proposition 5.1.11. Let A be a non-trivial subset of R satisfying (I). Then Ais not �02.Proof. Let A be as above and F be the boundary of A, i.e., A \ A. We use thefollowing fat:Fat 5.1.12. If A is �02, then either A \ F or A \ F is not dense in F .Proof. See [53, pp. 98, 99, 258, 417℄.Hene it suÆes to show that A \ F and A \ F are dense in F . By Propo-sition 5.1.10, it suÆes to see that A \ F is dense in F . We show that for anyopen interval U with U \ F 6= ;, U \ F \ A 6= ;.Take any suh U . Sine U \F 6= ;, there is a point x whih is in U and F . Ifx is in A, then x 2 U \ F \ A and we are done.So suppose x is not in A. Sine x 2 F � A, there is a point y in A suh thaty 2 U . Consider the onneted omponent Cy ontaining y in A. It will remainonneted in R. Hene Cy is a singleton or an interval. If Cy is a singleton namelyfyg, then we are done beause y 2 U \ F \ A.So suppose Cy is an interval with endpoints a and b (a or b might be �1 or1). Sine x is not in A and x is in U , Cy + U . Therefore either a or b belongsto U . Assume a is in U . Then sine (a; b) � A, by the ondition (I2) for A, abelongs to A and also to A. Hene a is in U \ F \ A and U \ F \ A 6= ;.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 119Sine Q and the omplement of it satisfy the ondition (I), the above propo-sition is optimal with respet to the omplexity.We now investigate the Wadge struture below the rationals Q . The �rstobservation is a trivial appliation of a bak-and-forth argument:Proposition 5.1.13 (Folklore). Any ountable dense subset of the real line isWadge equivalent to the rationals.Proof. Let A be any ountable dense subset of the real line. By a standard bak-and-forth argument, there is an order isomorphism i between (A;<) and (Q ; <).Let �{ be the anonial order isomorphism from R to itself extending i, i.e., for areal number r, �{(r) = supfi(a) j a 2 A and a < rg:This is well-de�ned and �{ is homeomorphism beause the topology of the real lineis the order topology with its natural order. It is easy to hek that �{�1(Q) = Aand �{(A) = Q . Hene A �W Q .It is natural to ask whether Q is <RW-minimal. The answer is \No":Proposition 5.1.14. The rationals Q is not <W-minimal.Proof. We will show that there is a ontinuous funtion f : R ! R suh thatf�1(Q) is nowhere dense. By Proposition 5.1.1, Q is not Wadge-reduible tof�1(Q). Hene f�1(Q) <W Q . Therefore, it suÆes to onstrut suh a ontinu-ous funtion f .Let g : [0; 1℄ ! [0; 1℄ be the Cantor funtion, i.e.,g Xn2! 2an3n+1! = Xn2! an2n+1on the Cantor set and g is onstant on eah open interval disjoint from the Cantorset in suh a way that g is ontinuous. Let h : R ! R be the ontinuous extensionof g obtained by translation, i.e.,h(x) = g(x� n) + n if n � x < n+ 1 for some integer n.Let f = h +p2. Then f is ontinuous and surjetive. Sine the preimage ofthe irrationals of g is a subset of the Cantor set, it is nowhere dense. Hene thepreimage of the irrationals of h is nowhere dense, whih implies that the preimageof the rationals of f (i.e., f�1(Q )) is nowhere dense.In the above proof, the set f�1(Q) is ountable and satis�es the ondition (I).Hene there are two ountable sets with the ondition (I) suh that they are notWadge equivalent.



120 Chapter 5. Wadge reduibility for the real lineWe do not know whether there is a <RW-minimal set below Q with respet tothe Wadge order.We now disuss long asending and desending sequenes of subsets of the realline with respet to the Wadge order. In the ase of the Baire spae, by Boreldeterminay proved by Martin, all the Borel sets are almost prewellordered andthe supremum of the rank of them is an ordinal between !1 and !2 by the work ofWadge. Assuming AD, all the sets of reals in the Baire spae are prewellorderedand the supremum of the rank of them is equal to �, where � is the supremumof the ordinals whih are the surjetive images from the reals. Under AD we anprove that � is quite huge, e.g., it is a limit of measurable ardinals. Hene onean onstrut a very long asending sequene of sets of reals in the Baire spaewith respet to the Wadge order while there is no in�nite desending sequeneby Theorem 1.15.2.By Theorem 5.1.2, it is natural (and easier) to onsider long asending anddesending sequenes of sets of natural numbers with respet to ��n when wedisuss long asending and desending sequenes of subsets of the real line withrespet to the Wadge order. Sine (P(N);��n) and (P(N);��n) are isomorphi,it suÆes to onsider only asending sequenes.Proposition 5.1.15. For any ountable ordinal �, there is an asending sequeneof sets of natural numbers with length � with respet to ��n.Proof. Let � be any ountable ordinal. Fix a bijetion � between � � N and Nand for eah � < �, let a� = f�(�; n) j n 2 Ng. Then fa� j � < �g is a pairwisedisjoint family of in�nite subsets of N . For � < �, set b� = S�<� a�. Then thesequene hb� j � < �i is the desired sequene.Corollary 5.1.16. For any ountable ordinal �, there are asending and desend-ing sequenes of subsets of the real line with length � with respet to the Wadgeorder.Note that by Theorem 5.1.2, the above sequenes onsist of sets that are thedi�erene of two open sets. Given a ountable ordinal � � 1, by replaing half-open intervals with proper �0� sets whih are dense and o-dense in a half openinterval in the onstrution of i in Theorem 5.1.2, one ould embed (P(N);��n)into proper �0� sets of the real line with respet to the Wadge order, whereproper �0� sets are �0� sets whih are not �0� sets and sets are o-dense if theiromplements are dense. HeneCorollary 5.1.17. For any ountable ordinals � � 2 and �, there are asendingand desending sequenes of proper �0� subsets of the real line with length � withrespet to the Wadge order.We do not know whether one ould onstrut an asending (or desending)sequene of subsets of the real line with length !1 with respet to the Wadge order



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 121without using the Axiom of Choie. In the presene of the Axiom of Choie, it ispossible by the following well-known result:Proposition 5.1.18 (AC, folklore). There is an asending sequene of sets ofnatural numbers with length !1 with respet to ��n. Moreover, if Martin's Axiom(MA) holds, then there is an asending sequene of sets of natural numbers withlength ontinuum.Proof. We �rst show the former statement. Given a ��n-inreasing sequenehan j n 2 !i of in�nite and o-in�nite sets of natural numbers, it is easy to �ndan in�nite and o-in�nite set of natural numbers a suh that an ��n a for eahn. Using this, we an reursively onstrut a ��n-inreasing sequene of naturalnumbers with length !1.For the seond statement, by [65, Theorem 4.23℄, MA implies that there is a��n-inreasing sequene of sets of natural numbers with length ontinuum.Corollary 5.1.19 (AC). Let � be any ountable ordinal with � � 1. Then thereare asending and dereasing sequenes of proper �0� subsets of the real line withlength !1 with respet to the Wadge order. Moreover if MA holds, then thereare asending and dereasing sequenes of proper �0� subsets of the real line withlength ontinuum with respet to the Wadge order.Before losing this setion, we ome to the question whether there is a maximalset in �0� sets for a ountable ordinal � � 1 with respet the Wadge order. Inthe ase of the Baire spae, any proper �0� set is maximal in �0� sets by Wadge'sLemma. In the ase of the real line, this fails dramatially:Proposition 5.1.20 (AC). There is a family fA� j � < !1g of sets, eah beingthe di�erene of two open sets in the real line suh that there is no subset B ofthe real line suh that A� �RW B for every � < !1.Proof. For eah ountable ordinal �, let A� be the union of a sequene of half-open intervals with order type � (we need AC to pik up suh an !1-sequene ofsequenes of half-open intervals). The following is the key point:Claim 5.1.21. If A� �RW B via f , then f(A�) is the disjoint union of �-many halfopen intervals inside B. Hene there is a sequene of disjoint half open intervalsinside B with length at least �.Proof of Claim 5.1.21. We show the statement by indution on � < !1. Thease � = 0 is trivial. If � is a suessor ordinal and � = � + 1 for some �, thenby indution hypothesis, f(A� n I�) is the disjoint union of �-many half openintervals inside B, where I� is the last half-open interval in A�. By argumentslike in Observation 5.1.3, f(I�) is a half open interval disjoint from f(A� n I�).Hene f(A�) is the disjoint union of �-many half open intervals as desired. The� is a limit ordinal is also trivial.



122 Chapter 5. Wadge reduibility for the real lineHene if A� �RW B for every � < !1, then B must ontain �-many half openintervals for every � < !1. But any subset of the real line annot ontain !1-manyhalf open intervals. Hene there is no B suh that A� �RW B for every � < !1.5.2 Conlusion and QuestionsAlthough we often identify the real line with the Baire spae in set theory, ontin-uous funtions are sensitive objets and give us two ompletely di�erent aspetsof Wadge reduibility (i.e., ontinuous redution) in the Baire spae and the realline. It is known that Wadge's Lemma for the real line dramatially fails whileit holds for the Baire spae. We showed that the Wadge order for the real lineis ill-founded while it is known that the Wadge order for the Baire spae is well-founded. We also investigated several properties of the Wadge order for the realline and ompare it with the one for the Baire spae.Let us �nish this hapter by raising questions:The Wadge order below the rationals Q . As we have seen, the rationalsQ is Wadge inomparable to non-trivial losed sets and open sets and Q is not<RW-minimal by Proposition 5.1.14. But we do not know how the struture of theWadge order below Q looks like.Question 5.2.1. Is there a <RW-minimal set below Q?Long asending and desending sequenes of the Wadge order withoutAC. As mentioned, we an produe asending and desending sequenes of theWadge order with an unountable length assuming the Axiom of Choie. Howabout without AC?Question 5.2.2. Can we prove the existene of asending and desending se-quenes of the Wadge order for the real line with length !1 without using AC?The Wadge order for Polish spaes. We have investigated the Wadge orderfor the real line. For this analysis, the onnetedness of the spae was essential.The question is how far an we generalize the above results for onneted Polishspaes. Some work by Philipp Shliht [74℄ deals with related issues.


